Elizabethan Quilt As You Go Blocks
Materials
Cut away stabilizer
Thin Batting
Cotton Fabric for top
and lining of the block
Temporary Spray Adhesive Glue ( I use Madeira MS1100)

Quilt as you go blocks are embroidered and lined all in the hoop. They also
have a “stitch frame” around the design which holds the layers of fabric and
batting in place. In these designs I have used a large running stitch so they can
be easily removed should you need to remove them when putting your quilt
together or you can stitch these running stitches with a water soluble thread so
they wash out when the quilt is washed.
Color stops have been put in. I used white for the first, second and last color
stops. The color chart is a guide for the colors used. Feel free to use colors of
your choice.
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Method
Hoop 1 layer of cut away stabilizer. Stitch the first color. This is a die line. Remove the hoop from the machine. Spray the stabilizer with temporary adhesive spray and place a piece of batting over the die line. Now
spray the batting with temporary adhesive spray. Place a piece of cotton fabric over the batting. Stitch the
rest of the design. Do Not stitch the last color stop.
Remove the hoop from the machine. Turn the hoop over so the back side faces up. Spray the stabilizer with
temporary adhesive spray and place a piece of cotton fabric over the stitched area. Now stitch the last color.

Stitch out all of your blocks using this method. Use the Quilt as you go technique to put your blocks together and finish off your quilt.
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